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ABSTRACT
Automated machine learning (AutoML) aims to find optimal machine learning solutions automatically given a problem description, its task type, and datasets. It could release
the burden of data scientists from the multifarious manual
tuning process and enable the access of domain experts to
the off-the-shelf machine learning solutions without extensive experience. In this paper, we portray AutoML as a
bi-level optimization problem, where one problem is nested
within another to search the optimum in the search space,
and review the current developments of AutoML in terms
of three categories, automated feature engineering (AutoFE), automated model and hyperparameter tuning (AutoMHT), and automated deep learning (AutoDL). Stateof-the-art techniques in the three categories are presented.
The iterative solver is proposed to generalize AutoML techniques. We summarize popular AutoML frameworks and
conclude with current open challenges of AutoML.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Machine learning has been broadly implemented in a myriad of fields, from image classification [36], speech recognition [35], and recommendation platforms [17], to beating
human champion in Go games [78]. Automated machine
learning (AutoML) has emerged as a prevailing research
upon the ubiquitous adoption of machine learning. It aims
at determining high-performance machine learning solutions
with a little workforce in reasonable time budget. For example, Google HyperTune [34], Amazon Model Tuning [1],
and Microsoft Azure AutoML [65] all provide cloud services
cultivating off-the-shelf machine learning solutions for both
researchers and practitioners. Therefore, AutoML brings
about three advantages: (1) liberating the community from
the time-consuming and trial-and-error tuning processes, (2)
facilitating the development of machine learning in organizations or business, and (3) making machine learning universally accessible to all domain scientists.
The canonical machine learning pipeline is an iterative procedure composed of feature engineering, model and hyperparameter selection, and performance evaluation, as shown
in Figure 1. Data scientists manually manipulate numerous features, design models, and tune hyperparameters in
order to get the desired predictive performance. The procedure will not be terminated until a satisfactory performance
is achieved. Echoing with the traditional pipeline, we clas-

Figure 1: A classical machine learning pipeline. When data
scientists intend to find their machine learning solutions,
they manually tune the combination of features, models,
and hyperparameters in a pipeline until the final solution
achieves low generalization error. AutoML is proposed to
facilitate the labor-intensive tuning process.
sify AutoML into three categories (Figure 2): (1) automated
feature engineering (AutoFE), (2) automated model and hyperparameter tuning (AutoMHT), and (3) automated deep
learning (AutoDL). AutoFE discovers informative and distinct features for the learning model. AutoMHT tunes hyperparameter of a specific learning model (a.k.a. HPO [26])
or an entire machine learning pipeline automatically (AutoPipeline). AutoDL is a subfield of AutoMHT focusing on
the automatic design of neural networks. Since deep learning has succeeded in image and language tasks to extract
hierarchical features in an end-to-end manner without domain understanding, we explicitly separate AutoDL from
AutoMHT.
Like machine learning, the essence of AutoML is an optimization problem, specifically bi-level optimization [16],
with an expansive search space including features, hyperparameters, models, and network architectures. AutoML is
an NP-complete problem as intractable as machine learning.
As a result, several heuristic techniques are proposed to solve
the sophisticated optimization. On top of the categorization
of AutoML, we will review three categories of AutoML in
terms of techniques and frameworks. The techniques span
optimization approaches, including reinforcement learning,
evolutionary algorithm, Bayesian optimization, and gradient approaches. We generalize them by the iterative solver
(Figure 3) and explain how these techniques are deployed in
AutoML. In the framework dimension, we list representative
AutoML frameworks in commercial services and open source
communities to give AutoML beginners painless entries.

Category

--- AutoFE / AutoMHL / AutoDL
“ Which scope of machine
learning we aim to automate”

Stake Holder

Framework
--- Commercial/ Open Source

Technique

“ What frameworks are
developed so far?”

--- RL / EA / BO / Gradient
“ Which techniques are
used in AutoML?”

Figure 2: A taxonomy of AutoML. We split AutoML into
automated feature engineering (AutoFE), automated model
and hyperparameter tuning (AutoMHT), and automated
deep learning (AutoDL). The AutoML techniques include
Bayesian optimization (BO), reinforcement learning (RL),
evolutionary algorithm (EA), and gradient approaches (Gradient). We also review AutoML frameworks in commercial
services and open source communities.

Several surveys on AutoMHT [101], AutoDL [24; 94; 37],
and general AutoML [72] have been published from different
perspectives, unveiling the mysterious art behind AutoML.
One can sum up AutoML via the setup of reinforcement
learning [72], while the dominant anatomy of AutoML is
search space, search techniques, and performance evaluation
proposed in [24]. The comprehensive analysis for the search
space and techniques of AutoDL could be found in [94], including constrained and multi-objective optimization. The
techniques of data augmentation for AutoDL are well organized in [37]. For the detailed techniques of AutoMHT and
Auto-Pipeline, one could be found in [101] with performance
analysis over real datasets.
Different from existing surveys, we map AutoML to the optimization paradigm and elucidate AutoML techniques from
the iterative solver (Figure 3). In the manner, the optimal
solution is produced by the iterative procedure, where the
explorer seeks out candidates and the evaluator inspects the
effectiveness of the candidates. This illustration bridges the
bi-level optimization [16] and AutoML. The contributions of
this paper are in the following,
• We illustrate AutoML from the formal statement of
machine learning, depict AutoML as a bi-level optimization problem, and display their optimization formats for the AutoFE, AutoMHT, and AutoDL.
• We propose the iterative solver to generalize AutoML
techniques and analyze these techniques commonly used
in AutoML. Readers will learn how to apply them to
three categories in AutoML.
• We review the commercial and open-source frameworks
in AutoML. Readers can get available AutoML tools
for their research.

Figure 3: The iterative solver (dotted square block) generalizes AutoML techniques. In the optimization field, the
optimum of an objective is solved under the constraint. We
map AutoML to the paradigm. The loss function stands
for the objective, and the search space represents the constraint. AutoML techniques solve the optimization in an
iterative manner, where the explorer generates an possible
solution, and the evaluator feeds back the solution performance to the explorer.
re-visiting the formal problem statement of machine learning and point out the discrepancy between them.
Machine learning is to determine a prediction function A
such that A(x) can accurately predict the true output y.
Without loss of generality, A(x; w) : Rdx × Rd → Rdy , is
parameterized by w, and belongs to A := {A(.; w) : w ∈
Rd }. We aims to get the optimal A∗ in A, i.e., getting the
optimal w∗ for A∗ . A given loss function L : Rdy ×Rdy → R
can quantify the inaccurate prediction. The optimization
statement is as follows,
arg min Rn (A) = arg min Rn (w) =
A∈A

w∈Rd

n
X

L(A(xi ; w), yi ), (1)

i=1

where Rn (.) is empirical risk. Actually, we are supposed
to minimize expected risk R(w) = E[L(A(w; x), y))], but
since we would obtain partial samples from the data distribution in practice, we could only minimize Rn (.) instead.
To avoid the gap between empirical risk and expected risk,
the structural risk minimization [86] is proposed to split the
available dataset to training set, validation set, and testing
set, which is the common technique among machine learning practitioners. The training set could train a set of candidates with different w values. The validation set could
estimate the empirical risk among the candidates to choose
the one yielding the lowest risk. The testing could measure
the expected risk for the chosen candidate.
In context of AutoML, there are two differences from machine learning. First, we relax A to Â. Unlike machine
learning whose search space A consists of single-type candidates parameterized by w, Â could encompass mixed model
types, such as logistic regression, support vector machines,
and decision tree at the same time. Â could also be a pool
of diverse neural network architectures. Second, AutoML
is formulated by bi-level optimization. AutoML wants to
discover the best one (1st-level optimization) among several well-trained machine learning solutions (2nd-level optimization). Mathematically, AutoML is presented in Equation (2).
A∗ = arg min Rn (A(xval ; w∗ ))
A∈Â

2.

PRELIMINARIES

Before diving into the techniques of automated machine
learning (AutoML), we examine the essence of AutoML by

s.t. w∗ = arg min Rn (A(xtrain ; w)).

(2)

w

Note that w symbolizes trainable parameters of A, and dif-

Technique
Category

Bayesian
Optimization

Reinforcement
Learning

Evolutionary
Algorithm

Gradient
Approach

Otherss

-

FeatureRL [49]
NFS [14]

Genetic Programming
Feature Engineering [84]
Genetic Programming Skewed
Feature Selection [88]

-

Data Science Machine [45]
ExploreKit [46]
Cognito [50]
AutoLearn [47]
OneBM [54]
LFE [67]

Automated Model and
Hyperparameter Tuning
(AutoMHT)

TPE [6]
SMAC [39]
Auto-Sklearn [27]
FABOLAS [51]
BOHB [25]

APRL [48]
Hyperband [56]

TPOT [69]
Autostacker [11]
DarwinML [71]

-

-

Automated Deep
Learning (AutoDL)

AutoKeras [42]
NASBot [44]

NAS [102]
NASNet [103]
ENAS [70]

LargeEvoNet [74]
AgingEvoNet [73]
HierEvoNet [59]
MorphEvoNet [93]

DARTS [60]
Proxyless [10]
NAONet [61]
NASP [95]

-

Automated Feature
Engineering (AutoFE)

Table 1: An overview of different techniques for automated machine learning.
ferent models do not necessarily have the same format of
w. Hence, AutoML considers all tunable arguments into
the whole optimization procedure. It automates the manual
tuning procedure giving us the appearance of “automation.”
All in all, AutoML is an optimization problem with flexible search space and pushes machine learning to examine a
broad scope of candidate solutions.
Despite the automation advantage, AutoML is still NPcomplete. Specifically, feature engineering and hyperparameter tuning are applications of combinatorial optimization [52], that searches optimum of an objective function
over a discrete but gigantic configuration space. Its complexity has been proven as NP-complete [52]. Moreover,
training a 3-layer neural network to get optimal weights is
NP-complete [7]. It would be straightforward to derive that
the AutoDL is also NP-Complete by the following two statements. (1) Any optimal neural network can be verified in
polynomial time. (2) If the number of network candidates is
one, searching network architectures is equivalent to training the neural network. Thus, we can reduce the training
problem to the search problem. The NP-complete complexity of AutoML implies even though you could have found
the best model, you are wondering if a better model would
pop up if you keep searching.
Fortunately, heuristic techniques are proposed to locate the
local optimal as close as possible to the global one. They
move toward the optimal in an iterative manner. We generalize these AutoML techniques by the iterative solver as
characterized in Figure 3. Given a search space, an explorer
picks a candidate solution for an evaluator. The evaluator assesses the solution to give the explorer a feedback.
For example, the acquisition function in BO is the explorer
that selects different hyperparameters or features for machine learning models. The cross validation accuracy is the
evaluator’s feedback to update the surrogate model of the
explorer.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3
discusses AutoFE. Section 4 explains AutoMHT. Section 5
illustrates AutoDL. Section 6 explores the emblematic opensource and enterprise AutoML frameworks. The last two
sections specify current research challenges and reemphasize
the target of this work. Table 1 summarizes the AutoML
techniques mentioned in the work.

3.

AUTOMATED FEATURE ENGINEERING

Feature engineering manipulates features via data imputation, feature generation, feature selection, and so on. The
dataset DF has its feature set F . Applying pre-processing
operations T to DF generates the derived dataset DF̂ . The
automated feature engineering could be formulated in the
following optimization problem,
F
F ∗ = arg min Lval (A(Dval
; w∗ )),
F ∈F ∪F̂
F
s.t. w∗ = arg min Ltrain (A(Dtrain
; w)),

(3)

w

where L(.) is the loss function for training and validation,
F
denotes training and validation set from DF . Autand D(.)
oFE intends to pick up vigorous features that can boost the
performance of algorithm A through feature generation and
feature selection. Feature generation can augment the original features by pre-preocessing methods, e.g., normalization.
Feature selection will reduce feature dimensions by principal
component analysis (PCA) [19] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [77], or filter overlapping features by information
gain [75]. In this section, we briefly introduce reinforcement
learning (RL) and evolutionary algorithm (EA), and explain
how RL, EA, and other techniques are used in AutoFE.

3.1

Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) [81] is to train an agent that
could learn how to take a sequence of proper actions to
maximize the long-term reward in the specific environment.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the iterative procedure of RL. The
policy that defines the agent’s strategy could be a transformation graph (Figure 4) or recurrent network network
(Figure 5). The agent generates potential feature transformations or different hyper-parameters as its actions. The
environment evaluates machine learning models using those
actions to feed the validation performance back to the agent.
In the context of the iterative solver, the agent and the
environment correspond to the explorer the evaluator, respectively. RL repeatedly generates actions and evaluates
performance until it discovers competent features or hyperparameters for models.
For AutoFE, a transformation graph [49] contains all combinations of features and transformation functions, in which a
traversal from the root to a leaf node is a feature engineering
(Figure 4). The root node is the original dataset. Edges are
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Algorithm 1: Reinforcement Learning
Input : The policy π; environment env, including the
reward function;
Output: The well-trained policy π
Initialize state si and policy π
while not meet stopping criteria do
action a∗ = arg maxa π(si , a)
si+1 , r = env(si , a∗ )
update π with si+1 , r
i=i+1
end
return π

feature transformations and feature selection. Other nodes
are the derived features. The goal is to learn the traversal
to reach the optimal node bringing about the highest performance. Another AutoFE representation is constructing
an agent composed of n recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
for n features [14]. Each RNN (Figure 5) will predict a series of T transformations for one feature. In other words,
n × T feature transformations are the actions. The goal of
this representation is to obtain proper n×T transformations
augmenting the original features.
We could train agents by Q-Learning [49] and policy gradient [14]. First, Q-Learning [49] could help the agent learn
the exploration in the transformation graph. The action
(n, t) is a pair of an existing node n and the feature transformation t to n. The -greedy algorithm determines the
next action: (n, t) is chosen randomly with probability  or
from the maximum of Q function with probability 1 − .
The validation performance with augmented features serves
as the reward r. To simplify the explosive feature combinations, approximate Q function [49] is proposed in Q(s, a) =
wa f (s), where wa is a weight vector, and f (s) is a state
vector. The weight vector is updated with the learning rate
α and the discount factor γ by Equation (4).

Figure 4: The transformation graph [49] for AutoFE. Di
is a dataset with different features, while edges are feature
engineering operations, such as sum, square, log, normalization, and feature selection. A traversal from the root to a
leaf node is a way to generate new features for the initial
dataset.

where m is the number of different augmented feature sets,
and Rt [k] means the cross-validation score of the k-th set.

chine learning models with different hyperparameters or features. We measure the utility of the population by performance metrics, such as validation accuracy. Selection methods (e.g., tournament selection [31]) will pick up competent
individuals as parents. Mutation/crossover will change the
parents’ structures to create various individuals. For example, using different feature transformations or changing
hyperparameter values are mutation/crossover to form the
next population. The above iteration will be repeated until
we find qualified solutions. In the context of the iterative
solver, the mutation/crossover maps to the explorer and the
population measurement maps to the evaluator.
Equipped AutoFE with EA, derived features for individuals
could be represented in the tree structure [84] (Figure 6),
where the root and the intermediate nodes are arithmetic
operators, and leaf nodes are either original features or random values. From the lowest level of the tree, we can apply
arithmetic operators to the leaf nodes to generate new features. Besides, we can generate another derived features
with different leaf and intermediate nodes [88]. Leaf nodes
are subsets of features selected by selection metrics, such as
information gain [75], odds-ratio [66], and correlation coefficient [75]. Intermediate nodes become set operations (intersection, union, and difference) to combine select features.
Genetic programming [84; 88] will learn the optimal features by modifying the intermediate nodes and leaves of individuals in the mutation and crossover phase. Specifically,
crossover would randomly exchange parts of two selected individuals, while mutation would randomly alter part of an
individuals. The selection phase picks up individuals based
on cross-validation score for the next population.

3.2

3.3

wat ← wat + α × f (t) (s)×
0

(r(t) + γ max
[Q(s(t+1) , a ) − Q(s(t) , a)]).
0

(4)

a

Next, the agent can learn their parameters θc of the RNN
controller [14] by policy gradient [82] and REINFORCE
rule [92]. Its objective is to maximize the expected return
of n × T transformations, J(θc ) = EP (a1:n×T ;θc ) [Σn×T
t=1 Rt ],
where P (a; θc ) is the probability of a transformation, and
Rt is the performance gain of a transformation. θc could be
iteratively updated via the following gradient
∇θc J(θc ) =

1 m
Σk=1 Σn×T
t=1 ∇θc ln P (at |a(t−1):1 ; θc )Rt [k],
m
(5)

Evolutionary Algorithm

Evolutionary algorithm (EA) [99] finds the optimal solution
from the mutation of random initial individuals, just like
the natural evolution. Typically, EA follows Algorithm 2,
including four phases, population, selection, crossover, and
mutation. In the beginning, EA randomly generates individuals as the initial population. Individuals could be ma-

Other Methods

Besides RL and EA, there are other approaches [45; 46;
50; 47; 54; 67] for AutoFE. The structure of datasets leads
to the various techniques of feature generation. Meanwhile,
the performance evaluation of selected features brings about
varying techniques of feature selection. We review them in
terms of feature generation and feature selection.
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Algorithm 2: Evolutionary Algorithm
Input : Individual representation; fitness
measurement M; Selection; Partition;
Crossover; Mutation
Output: The optimal individual
Initialize a population of random individuals, P
while not meet stopping criteria do
for individual i in P do
M(i) ; // evaluate fitness of individual
end
Generation G = Selection(P )
G1 , G2 = Partition(G) ; // split G to two
sub-groups
P = Crossover(G1 ) ∪ Mutation(G2 )
end
return The individual with the highest fitness

For feature generation, we can categorize datasets to relational and non-relational. Relational datasets, depicted
by an entity graph, provide relationships between entities.
Following the relationships, we make use of arithmetic or
aggregate operators to generate additional features [45; 54].
For example, given a max depth, all features are collected by
traversing all possible paths in the entity graph [54], whose
depth is not greater than the max one. Another example is
looking forward and backward entities of the target entity to
collect features [45]. Compared with the first one [54], the
second one [45] focuses on a narrow scope and produces compact derived features by transformation functions. Regarding non-relational datasets, we directly utilize the features in
the dataset. We can construct ridge and kernel ridge regression models to measure the feature correlations that serve as
additional new features [47]. If datasets are expressed in the
transformation graph (Figure 4), depth-first and breath-first
traversals [50] without training an agent offer a simple way
to decide the next node and feature transformation. In addition, the effective feature generation could be learned from
the pattern of previous datasets. These approaches [46; 67]
require meta features of different datasets to train a meta
classifier (random forest [46] or neural network [67]). The
meta classifier would predict hypothetical transformations
for a new dataset.
For feature selection, we can evaluate features by Chi-square
hypothesis [55; 67], a tree model [47; 46] or a machine
learning pipeline [45]. Chi-square hypothesis [55] could test
whether a dependency exists between features and the targets, which provides a simple and fast way to determine
potential features without training predictive models [67].
Also, one could select final features [47] by training a decision tree to get the information gain and aggregate many
selection algorithms on different subsets of features. Another way is constructing a random forest (RF) model over
meta-features between datasets [46]. The rank of new features from the RF model is used to select features. Finally,
one could build a machine learning pipeline with Truncated
SVD for feature selection [45]. The SVD first reduces generated features. Then we keep top γ% components of the
SVD according to their variances w.r.t the target values (Ftest value). The percentage of kept features is determined
by the pipeline performance.

Figure 5: The recurrent neural network (RNN) generates
the transformation rule for i-th feature. The n RNNs for n
features forms the agent in [14]. The transformation rule is
made up of a series of transformations [a1 , a2 , ..., aT ], where
each at is sampled beyond the output of softmax classifier
of hidden layer ht .

3.4

Discussion

Feature engineering is an inevitable application in commercial companies, especially e-commence, banks, and social
media, because enormous and valuable data are stored in
relational databases. Currently, the exploration-reduction
techniques (Section 3.3) are the most popular AutoFE, among
which Deep Feature Synthesis (DFS) [45] has caught the
most attention with its commercial service, FeatureTool.
OneBM [54] defeats DFS [45] in Kaggle competitions since
it traverses comprehensive features for feature generation.
Both DFS [45] and OneBM [54] are able to extract distinguishing features from relational databases. Nevertheless,
the efficiency of AutoFE is far from satisfactory. One might
integrate domain knowledge or leverage the mutual information from information theory [87] to discern useful features.

4.

AUTOMATED MODEL AND
HYPERPARAMETER TUNING

Given a dataset D divided into Dtrain and Dval for training
and validation respectively, we should choose a loss function
Ltrain for training and a measurement Lval for validation.
Considering a set of learning models A = {A(1) , A(2) , ...},
automated model hyperparameter turning (AutoMHT) could
be formulated as the following optimization problem,
A∗λ∗ =

arg min
A(i) ∈A,λ∈Λ(i)

Lval (Aλ (Dval ; w∗ )),
(i)

s.t. w∗ = arg min Ltrain (Aλ (Dtrain ; w)),
(i)

(6)

w

(i)

where Λ denotes the hyperparameter space of A(i) , w is
the parameters of a model A. The goal is to obtain the
optimal learning model A∗ and its hyperparameters λ∗ .
If we reduce A = {A(1) }, AutoMHT becomes hyperparameter optimization (HPO). If we expand A to include features
Fi , i.e., A = {A(1) , A(2) , ...F1 , F2 , ...}, AutoMHT becomes
the automated pipeline learning (Auto-Pipeline). Therefore, AutoMHT is the general form of the above two AutoML problems. In this section, we briefly introduce BO
and review AutoMHT in terms of BO, RL, and EA.
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Figure 6: A feature tree used in genetic programming [84].
The leaf nodes are original feature values or random constant values. The root and intermediate nodes are arithmetic operations. The derived features are generated by
(f1 − f2 ) + (f3 × f4 ).

4.1

Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian optimization (BO) [76] is an iterative procedure in
Algorithm 3 to finds the optimum with the two indispensable components, a probabilistic model and an acquisition
function. The probabilistic model is a surrogate emulating the objective function in the search spacef by Gaussian
processes [79] or random forest regressions [39]. For example, Gaussian processes can capture the relationship between
validation accuracy and SVMs using different hyperparameters. The acquisition function, e.g., upper confident bound
and expected improvement, estimates the utility of points by
considering the trade-off between exploration (trying unseen
points) and exploitation (improving current good points).
Optimizing the acquisition brings about the potential points
(e.g., new hyperparameters for SVMs) close to the optimal
solutions. In the context of the iterative solver, the acquisition function using the probabilistic model serves as the
explorer, and evaluating model performance serves as the
evaluator.
There are two key challenges to be considered when applying
BO for AutoMHT, including heterogeneous search space and
efficiency. The first challenge results from various hyperparameters of a learning model, including discrete, categorical,
continuous hyperparameters, and hierarchical dependency
(conditional) among them. Take SVMs as an example. The
kernel is a categorical hyperparameter having the choices
of linear, polynomial, and RBF. The degree is a discrete
hyperparameter specifying the degree of polynomial kernel
function while the gamma is a continuous hyperparameter
controlling the kernel coefficient for RBF. The efficiency bottleneck usually arises from the performance evaluation step.
We need to obtain the real value of the objective function
every iteration. The situation becomes worse when it is
costly to train learning models (e.g., neural networks) on a
large-scale dataset. Therefore, various techniques have been
proposed to address these challenges.

4.1.1

Heterogeneous Search Space

Tree-based BO [39; 6] has emerged as alternates to handle
the heterogeneous search space. Gaussian processes in standard BO cannot consider the hierarchical dependency and
cannot model the probabilities of various types of hyperparameters. Random forest (RF) regression could replace
it as the surrogate model [39]. Random subsets of historical observations build individual decision trees. A tree node
decides the value to split a discrete/continuous hyperparam-
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Algorithm 3: Bayesian optimization
Input : Objective function f ; surrogate model M;
acquisition function α; current observations
Dn = {(xi , yi )}n
i=1
; Output: The optimal value of f
Initialize M and α
while not meet criteria do
xn+1 = arg maxx α(x; Dn )
yn+1 = f (xn+1 )
Dn = Dn ∪ {(xn+1 , yn+1 )}
update M with Dn
end
return The optimal value of f according to Dn

eter or whether a hyperparameter is active to handle conditional variables. An acquisition function needs the probability p(c|λ) of real performance c given hyperparameters
λ. RF regression does not produce p(c|λ), but the frequency
estimates of µλ and σλ2 from individual trees could be used
to approximate p(c|λ) = N (µλ , σλ2 ).
Another way to replace Gaussian processes is building a
probability density tree [6], in which a tree node stands for
the probability density of a specific hyperparameter rather
than a decision. There are two types of probability density
in a node,
(
l(λ) = p(λ|c < c∗ )
p(λ|c) =
(7)
g(λ) = p(λ|c >= c∗ ).
The probability density of hyperparameters λ conditional
on whether the performance c is less or greater than a given
performance threshold c∗ . For the dependent hyperparameters, only values of active ones update the probability of
the corresponding nodes. Since the density tree uses p(λ|c)
instead of p(c|λ), Bergstra et al. [6] show that the optimization of expected improvement could be simplified by
.
λ∗ = arg minλ g(λ)
l(λ)
In the context of Auto-Pipeline, we can expand the search
space [27] by adding pipeline operations, such as data imputation, feature scaling, transformation, and selection. The
tree-based BO [39; 6] could find the optimal pipeline solution in the new search space. However, the new space is
much larger than that of hyperparameter tuning. Considering past performance on similar datasets [27] enables BO
to start in the small but reasonable regions, which reduces
the number of intermediate results. For those sub-optimal
pipelines, we can also build a weighted ensemble of them [27]
to get robust performance.

4.1.2

Approximate Performance Evaluation

Approximate performance evaluation, also called multi-fidelity
optimization, is proposed to decrease the evaluation cost.
Specifically, we could train the model in an economical setting. For example, we can use a subset of training data [68]
or fewer epochs [83] of stochastic gradient descent when
training neural networks. Performance extrapolation is an
alternative acceleration method by extrapolating the performance of the full dataset based on the historical records
of the partial datasets. For instance, we can prepare two
objective functions, (1) the loss function for performance
evaluation and (2) the training time function, both of which

Figure 7: The exploration tree [48] for AutoMHT with RL.
The root D0 is the initial dataset, and circular nodes are
derived datasets by applying feature transformations. Rectangular nodes stand for machine learning algorithms. HPO
indicates whether we tune hyperparameters of the learning
model. The goal is to find the ensemble of learning models
for a machine learning pipeline.

consider the size of the training set as an additional input [51]. Bayesian optimizer could determine the proper
size of training data that will take less training time and
ideally represent the performance of the full training set.
Thus, the approach could allow training the learning model
with a small dataset in early stages and extrapolating the
performance of the full set.
Dynamic resources assignment is an approach assigning more
training budgets for promising configurations and fewer budgets for discouraging configurations. Hyperband [56] is a
representative example illustrated in Section 4.2. An incremental work BOHB [25] using Hyperband to speed up
a tree-based BO approach [6]. Different from Hyperband
sampling configurations by random search, BOHB relies on
a model-based approach (TPE) [6] to select potential configurations, making it easier to converge the performance of
resulting configurations.

4.2

Reinforcement Learning

Speaking of AutoMHT with RL, the agent could determine
the hyperparameters of a learning algorithm [56] or design
a machine learning pipeline (Auto-Pipeline) [48].
For the hyperparameter tuning, we could frame it in the
multi-armed bandit, a particular case of RL, where the agent
pulls a sequence of the arms to obtain the maximal reward.
A set of hyperparameters stands for an arm whose reward is
the performance of a learning model with the hyperparameters [56]. The goal is to find the optimal arm by pulling a
sequence of arms one-by-one. Given n arms (n sets of hyperparameters), we can quickly determine the optimal one as
long as getting their performance. To efficiently obtain the
performance under a fixed budgets B, successive halving [41]
budgets and then selects the
assigns each configuration B
n
best half with double budgets in the next iteration until one
configuration remains. Furthermore, we could dynamically
adjust budgets (e.g., the number of iterations) according to
n [56]; large n configurations occupy few budgets while few
n configurations consume large budgets. The two-fold dynamic resource allocation reduces the evaluation time [56].

Thus, when n arms are sampled by random search [56] or
tree-based BO [25], the aforementioned multi-armed techniques could efficiently determine the best one.
For Auto-Pipeline, we could picture its search space to the
exploration tree [48] (Figure 7), where the root is the original dataset with raw features, intermediate nodes are derived features after feature transformation, and the leaves
are HPO or learning models. HPO indicates whether to
tune hyperparameters of the parent node. The goal of RL
is to learn an exploration policy in the tree so that selected learning models could form an ensemble providing
the best predictive performance. The agent takes advantage
of Q-Learning to remember historical rewards and adopts
-greedy algorithm to decide the next node and the next
operation. Following the Equation (4), the Q function for
actions is learned.

4.3

Evolutionary Algorithm

Extant AutoMHT techniques with EA [69; 11; 71] focus on
automated pipeline learning (Auto-Pipeline). Genetic programming particularly encodes pipelines in flexible structures and evolves individuals into the one with the highest predictive performance. There are three types of flexible pipeline structures, tree-based [69], layer-based [11], and
graph-based pipeline [71].
First, in a tree-based pipeline [69], leaves are the copies of
input data. Intermediate nodes are pipeline operators, such
as feature pre-processing methods, or feature selection algorithms. The root node must be a learning model. The
tree pipeline has one or more pre-processing nodes followed
by a selection node and a model node. The mutation and
crossover of genetic programming might change the types
of pipeline operators as well as hyperparameters of each
pipeline operators. The individual fitness is the predictive
performance of the model node using the processed features
of intermediate nodes.
Second, a layer-based pipeline [11] is similar to a multiple layer perceptron, but each neuron is a machine learning model. The first layer is the input data. The outputs
are new synthetic features added to the raw features that
serve as the input of the next layer. The search space contains the number of layers, the number of nodes per layer,
types of learning models, and associate hyperparameter of
each learning model. Genetic programming tunes the above
space to find the optimal pipeline.
Finally, the most general pipeline structure is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) [71], where edges and vertices indicate data flow and learning model, respectively. A pipeline
is able to combine many various types of machine learning
models, such as the mix of classifiers, regressors, and unsupervised learning models. The adjacency matrix controls
the edge connections of a DAG, which is evolved by mutation operators. After genetic programming designs the
pipeline structure and learning models, associate hyperparameters could be tuned by Bayesian optimization. Such
pipeline structure does not explicitly operate feature engineering, but it leverages outputs of learning models as new
features.

4.4

Discussion

AutoMHT is a historic research topic in the machine learning community from model selction, hyperparameter optimization, to pipeline optimization. Before the popularity of

AutoML, random search [5] and grid search have been the
default choices for practitioners to tune hyperparameters.
According to the benchmark [101], Hyperopt using TPE [6]
outperforms SMAC [39], BOHB [25], FABOLAS [51], even
random and grid search. Moreover, Hyperband [56] speeding up the evaluation by successive halving attains better
performance [56] than Hyperopt. To our best experience,
Hyperopt and Hyperband could serve as baselines for hyperparameter tuning. When it comes to search machine
learning pipelines, we recommend both Auto-Sklearn [27]
and TPOT [69] because they include a large number of feature engineering and models. We can easily obtain wellperformance pipelines as long as we get datasets ready. In
fact, the pipeline layout also matters the performance. Nonetheless, there is no mature techniques to optimize pipeline structures. We believe that apart from the innovative techniques
of hyperparameter tuning and quick performance evaluation, the pipeline architecture search is still a promising direction.

5.

AUTOMATED DEEP LEARNING

Automated deep learning (AutoDL) is purposed to facilitate
the design of neural architectures and the selection of their
hyperparameters. It can be regarded as a particular topic of
AutoMHT. Following Equation (6), we can describe AutoDL
in the following optimization problem,

Figure 8: An example of cell-based search space [103]. The
left figure is a base network that stacks normal cells and
reduction cells with skip connections. The right one is a
normal cell, a convolutional cell that returns a feature map
of the same dimension. A reduction cell is also a convolutional cell with a large stride size, which might have the
same architecture as the normal cell. Both types of cell are
composed of multiple blocks, where each block has two operations and two inputs. The sep, avg, and identity denote
depthwise-separable convolution, average pooling, and 1 × 1
convolution, respectively. In the search space, we are supposed to determine the two cell architectures and construct
the base network to evaluate the performance of resulting
cells.

A∗ = arg min Lval (A(Dval ; w∗ )),
A∈A

s.t. w∗ = arg min Ltrain (A(Dtrain ; w)),

(8)

w

where A is a network architecture, and A is the search space.
The goal is to search an optimal network architecture A∗
that could achieve the highest generalization performance
on the validation set. Note that Equation (8) is mainly
for the optimization of neural architectures, in which other
non-architecture hyperparameters, like learning rates, momentum, weight decay, are not considered.
Generally speaking, search space A includes the following
choices, (1) layer operations, e.g., perceptron, convolution,
and max pooling, (2) layer hyperparameter, e.g., the number
of hidden units, filters, and stride size, and (3) skip connections. We use these choices to build either the entire network architectures or cell architectures, resulting in wholenetwork search space and cell-based search space [103], respectively. The former is used to construct the entire network architecture from scratch. The latter aims to design
the repeated cells (normal cells and reduction cells) as shown
in Figure 8 and construct the entire network architecture by
stacking these cells. Due to their popularity and generality,
in the rest of this section, we illustrate mainstream search
techniques that are proposed upon them. Non-architecture
hyperparameters tunining in AutoDL is not discussed.

5.1

Bayesian Optimization

When it comes to Bayesian optimization (BO) for AutoDL,
there are two challenges required to overcome: (1) how to
measure the similarity of two neural architectures, which
is not defined in Euclidean space, and (2) how to optimize
the acquisition function. The former arises from the standard BO that relies on Gaussian processes as the surrogate
model. Gaussian processes require measurable distances between two points. The latter challenge appears due to dis-

crete architectural choices in the search space, which makes
it hard to optimize the acquisition function to get candidate
architectures.
To resolve the first challenge, we could design a similarity
measurement for two arbitrary architectures in the search
space [42; 44]. Network edit-distance [42] is proposed to
quantify the similarity of two networks. It calculates the
number of network morphism operations [12] required to
transform one network to another and introduces a valid kernel function based on the Bourgain embedding algorithm [9].
Another similarity measurement, layer matched mass [44],
measures the amount of matched computation in terms of
the matched frequency and the location of layer operations.
The corresponding distance is defined as the minimum of
layer matched mass computed by an Optimal Transport
(OT) program [89], that finds the optimal transportation
plan via solving a cost minimization problem.
To address the second challenge, recent work [42] proposes
A∗ search with simulated annealing to optimize the acquisition function in the tree-structured search space. As network morphism [12] enables the transformation among different networks, we could define the search space in the treestructured graph, where nodes are neural architectures, and
edges denote morphism operations changing the architecture of the parent node. A∗ search exploits architectures by
expanding the best node in the tree, while the simulated annealing explores architectures by randomly expanding other
nodes with certain predefined probabilities. Evolutionary
algorithm [44] is also proposed to address the challenge of
the discrete space. It mutates the layer operations of N
neural architectures and then evaluates the utilities of the
mutated ones until the stop condition. Upon solving the
two challenges, we could follow the standard BO procedure
to solve Equation (8).

Figure 9: The RNN controller [102] predicts a sequence of
strings for whole network. Each step of RNN outputs a layer
hyperparameter (e.g., filter height and width) for a neural
networks that would be evaluated. The RNN controller repeatedly predicts until all layers of the whole network get
their hyperparameters.

5.2

Reinforcement Learning

Within the context of AutoDL with reinforcement learning
(RL), the agent is required to learn a policy to construct
network architectures. The trained networks will produce
validation accuracy as reward R for the agent. We explain
how to train the agent in terms of two kinds of search space.
For the whole-network search space, the agent generates architectural hyperparameters of the entire neural networks.
One way to train the agent is policy gradient [102]. The
agent is modeled by Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), as
presented in Figure 9, which predicts a variable string to
depict the architectural hyperparameters. The policy of the
RNN agent is formulated as the probability P (a1:T ; θc ) of
a sequence of T actions for T hyperparameters given the
RNN parameters θc . It could be iteratively updated via
policy gradient towards maximizing the expected reward
J(θc ) = EP (a1:T ;θc ) [R]. The method [102] following REINFORCE rule expresses the reward gradient ∇θc J(θc ) as
follows,
1 m
Σk=1 ΣTt=1 ∇θc ln P (at |a(t−1):1 ; θc )Rk , (9)
m
where m is the number of sampled architectures in one
batch, and Rk means the validation accuracy of neural network k. After getting the validation accuracy of a batch of
architectures, we update the policy by Equation (9).
For the cell-based search space, the agent only searches
the architecture of normal and reduction cells. The revised RNN-agent [103] predicts a string of inputs and operations of each block within a cell. By transforming the cell
descriptions into architectures and stacking them, a complete network architecture is obtained and evaluated to provide rewards for the agent. For the agent training, another policy gradient method, Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO) [103], could be adopted.
Moreover, weight sharing [70] is an acceleration technique
to search neural architectures. It constructs a large directed
acyclic graph (DAG) where all sub-graphs can represent all
cell networks in a particular search space. Hence, it forces
all child models to share parameters (weights) and avoids
training each model from scratch to converge. For example,
Figure 10 presents the DAG of a cell-based search space.
Each node corresponds to a block of a cell, and directed
edges represent how blocks are connected. The RNN agent
∇θc J(θc ) =

Figure 10: An example of a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
for AutoDL with weight sharing [70]. The DAG is built on
cell-based search space with four nodes, where node 1 and
node 2 are two previous cells’ outputs, and node 3 and node
4 are blocks of the current cell. The four nodes and active
edges (red) make up a sub-graph for a cell architecture. All
sub-graphs share weights of networks operations (e.g., sep,
dilated, or conv) used in cell neural networks.

is trained by policy gradient to return a string of inputs
and operations for each block, that determines node computations and connected edges in the large graph. When we
train a complete network using the cell description, weights
of a layer operation corresponding to the node in the large
graph are updated. Therefore, weights are shared with several child models.

5.3

Evolutionary Algorithm

When researchers apply evolutionary algorithm (EA) to AutoDL [74; 73; 59; 93], they define a network architecture as
an entity. The fitness of an entity is the accuracy on the validation set if the task is an image classification. Parents are
picked up from the previous population (generation) based
on fitness by tournament selection [31]. Mutation operations
change the parent architectures to generate diverse child networks. The parent selection is analogous to an architecture
exploitation and child generation is an architecture exploration. After several generations, EA can discover networks
with good performance.
EA-based AutoDL varies in terms of search space, selection
methods, and acceleration. One could search an entire network architecture from scratch [74], while others [73; 59; 93]
could search cell architectures, which stacks together to form
a complete deep network. Regarding the cell-based search
space, one [73] could follow the structure of NASNet [103]
or hierarchical cell architectures [59], which enables EA to
learn the structure of the base network and cell architectures
in the DAG simultaneously. Regardless of types of search
spaces, mutation could change layer operations in whole network architecture or in cells, and determine which inputs are
used to the next cell/layer.
For the selection methods, one could pick up the highest
fitness among two random entities [74], that is a simplified
tournament selection [31]. Or we could add the age information, that play a role of regularization, in the old generation
to keep younger entities in a new generation [73]. For the
acceleration, child networks could inherit the weights of par-

Figure 11: The continuous representation using the mixed
operation [60; 10; 95] for a 4-node cell network. The first
two nodes (square) are two previous cells’ outputs, so they
do not have in-bound edges. The last two (circle) are blocks,
each of which has two inputs. Each input has two choices,
Conv or Sep, for example. A mixed operation transforms
two choices to continuous space with α1 and α2 by a softmax function. Thus, a cell architecture is depicted in the
5(edges)×2(choices) matrix A. The gradient-based method
is applicable to update A in the continuous space. After
being updated, α1 and α2 in each edge determine its final
operations.

ent networks [74] if they share the same architectures. Child
networks could also preserve architectural information from
their parents [93] by using network morphism [12]. Both
ways avoid training child architecture from scratch, which
could save time for evaluation.

5.4

Gradient Approach

For gradient-based approaches with AutoDL, the most critical challenge is to convert non-differentiable optimization
problems into differentiable ones. Thus, we want to encode
a network architecture into a continuous and numeric representation. Once having the continuous representation, we
can optimize the architectural hyperparameters with gradient descent, which is the same procedure to optimize the
parameters of neural networks. Generally, there are two
ways for the transformation.
One way is the mixed operation [60; 10] as shown in Figure 11. They still make use of the cell-based search space.
Given a candidate set of layer operations O = {oi } and an
input x, the output of a mixed operation mO (x) [60] is a
weighted sum of these operations.
mO (x) =

X
P
o∈O

exp (αo )
o(x),
exp (αoi )

(10)

oi ∈O

where αo is the numerical weight for the operation o, called
architectural weight. In the cell-based search space, each
edge of a cell network is specified by a mixed operation, and
a DAG cell structure with E edges is then encoded in E ×|O|
architectural weights. The cell architectures are searched by
optimizing those architectural weights. Furthermore, the
mixed operation can improve its memory usage by binary
gates [10], where an operation per edge is sampled according
to the probability proportional to its architectural weight.
Proximal algorithm [95] plays the same role of binary gates,
where we select the operation which has the max architecture weight. Thus, only one operation in an edge will be activated during learning rather than computing the weights of

all operations. The goal of the representation is using gradient approaches to learn these architectural weights, like
running 1st-order gradient descent alternatively for Equation (8). It fixes the outer architectural weights to update
the gradient of inner weights and then fixes the inner weights
to update the gradients of outer architectural weights. Eventually, the largest value of architectural weights for an edge
decides its operation.
Another feasible way is using encoder/decoder to learn continuous architecture representation [61]. The encoder transforms an architectural string to an embedding representation, and the decoder reverts an embedding to a string. This
representation combines a performance predictor, which maps
an embedding to its validation performance in the latent
space. The stochastic gradient descent attempts to search
the competent embedding representation in the latent space.

5.5

Discussion

AutoDL has been a quick-evolving subfield in AutoML, since
Zoph and Le [102] disclosed the feasibility of neural architecture search using reinforcement learning. Less than
three years, the burdensome consumption of computing resources has been considerably decreased from thousands of
GPU days to less than a half GPU day. The major contribution is the invention of cell-based search space, which
becomes the widespread search space in AutoDL. Weight
sharing [70] of several sub-graphs also greatly cut the training time from scratch. For the comparison of different AutoDL techniques, EA-based AutoDL, designing flexible base
and cell network architectures, has the powerful exploitation among other approaches. But it still consumes more
time and resources than other approaches in literature. In
addition, thanks to the continues representation of architectural weights [60], we could harness various types of gradient
approaches, such as coordinate gradient [85], stochastic variance reduced gradient [43], and Quasi-Newton Methods [21]
to optimize architectural weights. Gradient theorems and
approaches [8; 4] have developed several decades, so we
would enrich the fundamental theory of AutoDL by shifting the gradient paradigm [8] to AutoDL.

6.

AUTOML FRAMEWORKS

In this section, we discuss representative AutoML frameworks from either open-source projects or commercial services. Note that we exclude those open-source codes that
are merely experiment implementations for research papers.

6.1

Automated Feature Engineering

FeatureTools [45] is an open-source framework using Python
which can automatically generate features from relational
databases. The generation follows relationships described by
the schema of a relational database. Given a target entity,
the new features come from columns in the forward entity
(the target points to) and the backward entity (which points
to the target) with arithmetic or aggregate operators. It also
provides customers the commercial front-end visualization
to examine the synthesized features. Besides, AutoCross [98]
is a feature crossing tool provided by 4Paradigm. The tool
automatically captures interactions between categorical features by cross-product. Its cross feature generation relies
on beam search to generate candidate features. Its feature
selection ranks the performance of features on a logistic regression regardless of real learning models.

Category
Automated Feature
Engineering (AutoFE)

Automated Model and
Hyperparameter Tuning
(AutoMHT)

Automated Deep
Learning (AutoDL)

Framework
FeatureTools [45]
AutoCross [98]
Hyperopt [6]
Scikit-Optimize
SMAC3 [39]
Auto-Sklearn [27]
TPOT [69]
H2O
HyperTune
Automatic Model Tuning
Azure AutoML
DataRobot AutoML
Auto-Keras [42]
AdaNet [90]
Auto-PyTorch [63]
Google AutoML
AutoGluon
Neural Network Intelligence

Language
Python
Python
Python
Python
Python
Python
Java
Python
Python
Python
Python
Python

Provided by
Open-Source
4paradigm
Open-Source
Open-Source
Open-Source
Open-Source
Open-Source
H2O.ai
Google
Amazon
Microsoft
DataRobot
Open-Source
Open-Source
Open-Source
Google
Amazon
Microsoft

URL
https://github.com/Featuretools/featuretools
https://www.4paradigm.com
https://github.com/hyperopt/hyperopt
https://github.com/scikit-optimize/scikit-optimize
https://github.com/automl/SMAC3
https://github.com/automl/auto-sklearn
https://github.com/EpistasisLab/tpot
https://github.com/h2oai/h2o-3
https://bit.ly/2IMsECx
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker
https://bit.ly/2XxBMmA
https://bit.ly/331VirD
https://github.com/keras-team/autokeras
https://github.com/tensorflow/adanet
https://github.com/automl/Auto-PyTorch
https://cloud.google.com/automl
https://autogluon.mxnet.io
https://github.com/microsoft/nni

Table 2: A list of selective AutoML Frameworks until March 2020

6.2

Automated Model and Hyperparameter
Tuning

Current AutoMHT frameworks are split into hyperparameter tuning and Auto-Pipeline developed from the opensource community or enterprises. For open-source frameworks, Hyperopt [6], SMAC [39], and Scikit-Optimize are
tools for the hyperparameter tuning. Hyperopt [6] implements Bayesian optimization (BO) in the form of probability density trees and SMAC [39] implements BO with
random forests for the surrogate model. Scikit-Optimize
inherits the same interface of GridSearchCV and RandomizedSearchCV in scikit-learn (sklearn). It gives the sklearn
community an extra choice to search hyperparameters via
the sequential model-based optimization. The surrogate
model of BO could be random forests, extra trees and Gaussian process regressions. Additionally, Auto-Sklearn [27],
TPOT [69], and H2O are frameworks for Auto-Pipeline.
Auto-Sklearn [27] is the extension of SMAC [39] with meta
learning and ensemble learning for machine learning pipeline
automation. TPOT [69] is the most popular Auto-Pipeline
tool using genetic programming to optimize the tree-structured
pipeline. H2O is an open-source machine learning platform
written in Java developed by H2O.ai. The platform can optimize hyperparameters via random search, grid search, and
Bayesian optimization and construct stacking ensembles of
pipelines. Its commercial version is H2O Driverless, which
could generate versatile features for the pipeline optimization and provide the dashboard to visualize the results.
For enterprise frameworks, Google and Amazon provide cloud
services for the hyperparameter tuning, while Microsoft and
DataRobot offer Auto-Pipeline frameworks. Google HyperTune [32] could tune hyperparameters of machine learning
models by grid and random search, TPE [6], and SMAC [39].
Amazon Automatic Model Tuning could optimize hyperparameters using Bayesian optimization. Furthermore, Azure
AutoML uses collaborative filtering and Bayesian optimization to search for promising pipelines [28]. DataRobot integrating H2O libraries provides a commercial Auto-Pipeline
platform. Its leaderboard allows customers to identify intermediate model performance and model efficiency during the
pipeline optimization.

6.3

Automated Deep Learning

AutoDL frameworks mainly build the architectures of neural
networks or tune hyperparameters (e.g., kernel size, number
of filters, and learning rate) of given neural networks. Some
AutoDL frameworks also consider the two types of automation simultaneously.
Auto-Keras [42] is an open-source project using Keras to
search for deep network architectures. It adopts Bayesian
optimization and network morphism to search entire arbitrary neural architectures and employs random search and
Hyperband [56] to tune non-architectural hyperparameters.
Moreover, AdaNet [90] is another open-source work using
Tensorflow for learning network architecture automatically.
It could learn network architectures and build an ensemble of networks to obtain a better model. The open-source
Auto-Pytorch [63] utilizing BOHB [25] discovers the neuralnetwork-based pipelines from pre-processsors, training optimizer, to network architectures. Its search space includes
multilayer perceptron and ResNet [36] with the tunable number of filters in hidden layers.
Besides, Neural Network Intelligence (NNI) is an open-source
toolkit from Microsoft for neural architecture search and hyperparameter tuning. It supports several search techniques,
e.g., evolutionary algorithm and network morphism, to tune
network architectures and provides flexible execution environments in local or cloud servers. Amazon AutoGluon is
an open-source framework built on MXNet [13] and implements the controller of ENAS [70] to search the hyperparameters (e.g., kernel size) of MobileNet [38]. Apart from
ENAS implementation, AutoGluon also tunes hyperparameters of classification models for tabular datasets by Bayesian
optimization or Hyperband [56]. Last but not least, Google
Cloud AutoML could get high-quality neural networks on
vision, text classification, and language translation. The
service is based on the NAS proposed by Zoph and Le [102].
Users could obtain customized models by merely uploading
their labeled datasets without any pieces of code.

7.

CHALLENGES

Authoritative benchmarks are essential standard protocols for AutoML comparison that regulate datasets, the
search space, and the training setting of searched machine

learning solutions. Researchers usually leverage the UCI
Machine Learning Repository [2] and OpenML datasets with
their setting for evaluation. Unfortunately, no standard protocol for AutoFE provides a fixed set of transformation operations, and identical training setting of generated solutions.
In contrast, several benchmarks [23; 3; 30; 101] have been
published for AutoMHT for performance comparison.
For AutoDL, NAS-Bench-101 [97] is a tabular benchmark
which maps five millions of trained neural architectures to
their training and evaluation metrics, where these architectures are generated from the cell-based search space. As
the objective comparison, any AutoDL technique generates
child networks within the same search space and looks up
their performance without training from scratch, which avoids
different training techniques and hyperparameters. However, the NAS-Bench-101 [97] only considers the cell-based
search space. No benchmark exists for the comparison of
AutoDL within the whole-network search space. Authoritative benchmarks for AutoML are required; otherwise, it
would be hard to compare the effectiveness and efficiency
among a multitude of AutoML frameworks.
Efficiency is one of the dominant factors for the successful
adoption of AutoML methods. Some AutoML methods take
tolerable time to generate solutions: Auto-Sklearn [27] requires 500 seconds in a CPU to find competent pipelines;
FeatureRL [49] takes 400 seconds in a CPU to find appropriate features for a learning model. In contrast, AutoDL usually demands massive computation resources and
time, e.g., thousands of GPU days [102]. Novel acceleration techniques are proposed to reduce the enormous order
of time [42; 70; 60; 96]. Specifically, NASP [96] only took
less than half GPU-day to locate architectures that attain
competitive performance on CIFAR-10 [53]. Aside from the
search efficiency of AutoDL, the evaluation stage that retrains the searched neural networks with large layers and
epochs also takes massive time. For instance, we ran NASP
in our machine, where we spent nine times more evaluating
the optimal architecture (1.9 GPU days) than discovering
it (0.2 GPU days), The two efficiency issues are still open
problems in AutoDL.
The design of search spaces is another challenge for AutoML, which requires substantial knowledge and experience
from human experts, and is the portion far from automation. AutoML liberates the community from manual tuning models, but understanding the underlying theory and
characteristics of machine learning is inevitable. A practical
search space incorporates experienced human prior knowledge for machine learning and considers the trade-off between its size (compact) and all useful possibilities (comprehensive). We believe that appropriate search space is more
crucial than optimization approaches. A well-known example is the cell-based search [103] for AutoDL. The repeated
neural network blocks in ResNet [36] or DenseNet [40] motivate researchers to fix the base network architecture and
to search cell structures only. The cell-based search space
has succeeded in RL [70], EA [59], and gradient descent [60].
The handcrafted search spaces highly affect the performance
of AutoML, which is still an intriguing question.
Interpretable analysis can provide insight on what crucial search components will lead to desired performance. For
instance, it can tell human experts learn why features are
chosen, and why architectures evolve in such manner. With
the integration of friendly user interfaces [57], AutoML users

could also customize their solutions by selecting desirable
configurations between independent runs. Thus, it would
spark experts to devise suitable search space, and make innovative neural network design easier. Nevertheless, any AutoML search technique is still a black-box procedure. Insufficient search knowledge from AutoML could be utilized. To
advance the AutoML interpretability, we could learn from
techniques of interpretable machine learning [22]. We believe interpretability and user interaction can increase the
usefulness and capability of future AutoML.
Miscellaneous domains remain potential to collaborate
with AutoML. Most AutoML frameworks have focused on
classical regression and classification problems. Particularly,
AutoFE and AutoMHT are developed for UCI [2] and Kaggle datasets. Empirical results of AutoDL are majorly from
image classification on CIFAR [53] and ImageNet [20] or
from language modeling on Penn Treebank [62] and WikiText2 [64]. Recently, AutoDL has been developed to deal with
segmentation [58; 91], graph-CNN [29; 100], GAN [33], and
autoencoders [80]. One could make AutoDL robust to adversarial attack [18] and label noise [15]. Moreover, AutoML
has gotten along with recommendation system [95], in which
one discovered the neural interaction functions for collaborative filtering. Other distinct machine learning applications,
like anomaly detection, real-time semantic segmentation, action detection in video, are also worthy of working together
with AutoML. We believe the cooperation of AutoML with
multiple potential domains could become another promising
research direction.

8.

CONCLUSION

Automated machine learning (AutoML) is the end-to-end
process, which automatically discovers machine learning solutions. Without laborious human involvement, AutoML
can expedite the process of applying machine learning to
specific domain problems. In this work, we reveal AutoML
is a bi-level optimization problem and generalize AutoML
heuristic techniques from the iterative solver, even though
AutoML is an NP-complete problem. When researchers
want to develop their AutoML algorithms/tools/services,
they need to take account of the three questions, (1) what
category they want to deal with, e.g., AutoFE, AutoMHT,
or AutoDL; (2) what search scope of the category is, e.g., the
range of hyperparameters; and (3) what technique is appropriate to perform the search. By including and introducing
both mainstream AutoML techniques and selected AutoML
frameworks, we hope this survey could help researchers to
answer the above questions and could give insight into the
progress of AutoML.
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